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Abstract

Two-dimensional (2D) particle simulations are performed by using PARASOL code to study the flow control in

SOL and divertor plasmas in a double-null magnetic configuration with the separatrix. The divertor asymmetry is

induced by the drift effect. The E � B drift ðVE�BÞ and the diamagnetic drift ðVdiaÞ work to induce the asymmetric flow in

different ways with each other. The condition of 2D sheath formation is developed. Different influences of VE�B and Vdia
on the asymmetric flow generation are clearly explained. Effects of divertor biasing and gas puffing on the flow are

investigated with PARASOL simulations. The divertor asymmetry can be controlled by both the biasing and the gas

puffing. It is found that the control of the drifts is essential to control the flow and the asymmetry.
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1. Introduction

In course of tokamak fusion research, particle and

heat control is one of the most crucial issues. Divertor

configuration is expected to play a role of the control.

Helium ash exhaust and impurity retention in the di-

vertor region are owed to the plasma flow towards di-

vertor plate. The localization of heat load on the divertor

plate depends on the flow pattern. Accordingly, particle

and heat control can be achieved by the proper control of

the flow in scrape-off layer (SOL) and divertor plasmas.

Experiments of the flow control by the divertor biasing

[1,2] and by the combination of puff and pump [3] have

been performed, and affirmative results have been ob-

tained. Although the important role of the drift on SOL/

divertor plasma characteristics was clearly observed ex-

perimentally [4,5], the physical mechanism of the flow

generation and the aspect of the flow pattern have not

fully been understood. Numerical studies on these sub-

jects are being carried out by using fluid simulation

codes. In the fluid model, however, various physics

models are introduced, i.e., boundary conditions at the

plasma–wall boundary, effects of drift and so on. On the

other hand, particle simulations can demonstrate directly

the physical features of the flow without using such

physics models. The divertor asymmetry induced by the

Er � B drift (Er: radial electric field) was shown with one-

dimensional (1D) particle simulations by using PARA-

SOL (particle advanced simulation for SOL and divertor

plasmas) code [6]. The asymmetry due to the Er � B drift

and diamagnetic drift was shown with PARASOL sim-

ulations in a two-dimensional (2D) slab configuration [7].

It was found that the Er � B drift and the diamagnetic

drift work to induce the asymmetry (or to modify the

flow pattern) in different ways with each other.

In this paper, we investigate the flow control in SOL

and divertor plasmas with PARASOL simulations in a

2D magnetic configuration with the separatrix like a
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divertor tokamak. Effects of divertor biasing and gas

puffing on the flow are studied.

2. Simulation model

The PARASOL code is an advanced particle simu-

lation code employing a PIC method and a binary col-

lision model. Details of the model were described in

[8,9]. In the present study, 2D plasmas in a rectangular

box with sizes Lx � Ly are simulated by PARASOL code.

A double-null magnetic configuration with the sep-

aratrix is given as shown in Fig. 1. Vector potentials

induced by a core plasma current distributed in an el-

liptic region and two divertor coil currents are com-

pounded. The longitudinal magnetic field Bz is uniform,

and the pitch of magnetic field at x ¼ 0 on a separatrix,

H � jBx=Bzj is small like a tokamak configuration.

Electron motions are approximated as their guiding-

center motions (2D-2V), while ion motions are fully

traced (2D-3V). The E � B drift, diamagnetic drift and

polarization drift of an ion are intrinsically simulated.

The electrostatic field in the rectangular conducting wall

is calculated with a PIC method. The bias voltage be-

tween the wall ð/ ¼ 0Þ and the bias plate ð/ ¼ /biasÞ can
be applied (see Fig. 1).

Effects of Coulomb collisions are essential in the SOL

and divertor plasmas, and are simulated by a binary

collision model. Collisions with neutral particles are not

taken into account in this paper for simplicity.

The anomalous cross-field diffusion is added with the

use of a Monte-Carlo method.

Hot particle source is put in the core plasma, and

recycling cold particle sources are put near divertor

plates. The recycling particle flux, Crec;j ¼ RCd;j, is de-

termined in each divertor region (j ¼ 1: upper-left in

Fig. 1, j ¼ 2: upper-right, j ¼ 3: lower-right, and j ¼ 4:

lower-left), where R is the recycling rate and Cd;j is the

particle flux to the divertor plate in the jth region. Cold

particles are also supplied by gas puff in SOL plasmas.

The gas-puff flux in each SOL region is given by

CGP;k ¼ ðRGP=2ÞRjCd;j ðk ¼ 1; 2Þ, where RGP is the gas-

puff rate. Generated particles flow into divertor plates

finally and vanish there. The ion particle balance

holds during a simulation discharge; Chot þ RjCrec;j þ
RkCGP;k ¼ RjCd;j, where Chot denotes the hot particle flux

in the core.

Simulation parameters are as follows. The number of

superparticle ions Ni is 10
6 and the number of spatial

grids Mx �My are 400� 256. As for the physical pa-

rameters, the charge number of ions is unity, the mass

ratio mi=me is chosen as 400 to save the computation

time but to keep the major physics of SOL and divertor

plasmas, the pitch of magnetic field H is 0.2 at x ¼ 0 on

the separatrix, the temperature ratio of hot source

Ti0=Te0 is 1/2, the normalized mean free path lmfp=ðLx=HÞ
is about 1/2, the normalized ion Larmor radius qi=Lx is

about 0.005, and the normalized diffusion coefficient

D?=LxCs is about 10
	5 (Cs is sound speed). Note that

these values of lmfp=ðLx=HÞ, qi=Lx and D?=LxCs are

similar to some present tokamak divertor plasma pa-

rameters, but the ratio of Debye length to system size

kD=Lx is much larger than that of a realistic tokamak

divertor plasma. Even though the kD=Lx value is not so

small, the quasi-neutrality condition holds in SOL and

divertor plasmas and the major characteristics of the

plasmas can be simulated accurately [8].

A simulation run continues to the time steps

Kt ¼ 5� 104, when the plasma becomes almost station-

ary. A parallel computer SGI Origin 3800 (MIPS R-

14000/500MHz) is used for PARASOL simulations. A

domain decomposition method is applied in the x-
direction, while Poisson�s equation is solved by an ap-

pointed processor. The computation time of a run is

about 5 h with 64 processors.

3. Condition of 2D sheath formation

In this section we present analytically a condition of

the sheath formation in a 2D system (n the normal di-

rection to the divertor plate, w the radial direction,

Bn=Bz ¼ H, and Bw=Bz ¼ 0).

The equation of continuity for ions, and the equation

of ion momentum parallel to B are used to obtain the

linear response of the ion density perturbation dni
against the potential perturbation d/. In these equa-

tions, the E � B drift, diamagnetic drift and polarization

drift are taken into account as well as the flow parallel to

B. In tokamak divertor plasmas with H 
 1 and

HkSOL=qi � 1 (kSOL is the characteristic decay length of

SOL), roles of drifts in the poloidal flow are important.

Unperturbed drift velocities in the x-direction at the

sheath entrance are VE�B ¼ Ew=B, Vdia ¼ 	P 0
i?=neeB, and

Fig. 1. 2D divertor system in a rectangular conducting wall.

Magnetic separatrix with double-null points is drawn. Divertor

plates can be biased. 2D distribution of density is shown, which

is asymmetric in SOL and divertor plasmas. Hot particle source

is in the core, and recycling particle sources are near the plates.

Cold particles are also supplied by gas puff in SOL plasmas.
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Vpolar ¼ 0. Unperturbed parallel velocity is Vk. The elec-
tron Boltzmann�s relation, dne=ne ¼ ed/=Tek ð� dUÞ,
and the ion adiabatic response, dPi=Pi ¼ cdni=ne, are

applied. Here the subscripts k and ? represent �parallel�
and �perpendicular� to B, the superscript 0 denotes the

radial gradient d=dw, and c is the adiabatic index ap-

proximately equal to 3 [6]. Through a straightforward

calculation by assuming odU=ow ¼ 0, we derive a lin-

earized Poisson�s equation:

qeff2 d
2dU=dn2 ¼ K dU;

K � ðVn�=Vn0Þ 	 H2fTeffk þ ðV 0
k=HXÞTeff?g=miV 2

n0;

where qeff ¼ ðTeff?=eBXÞ1=2 is an effective ion Larmor

radius, Teffk ¼ Tek þ cTik; Teff? ¼ Tek þ cTi?, Vn0 ¼ HVk þ
VE�B þ Vdia, Vn� ¼ HVk þ VE�B 	 Vdia� , and Vdia� ¼
	n0eTek=neeB is an effective diamagnetic drift.

For the 1D case, the expression of K is reduced to

K � 1	 H2ðTek þ cTikÞ=miðHVk þ VE�BÞ2 [6], which is

like Bohm–Chodura condition [5,10].

The condition for the sheath formation is K P 0,

because dU can grow exponentially without oscillation.

Note that this sheath is a magnetic presheath with a

scale length of qi. Detailed derivation of the above

condition and the comparison with particle simulation

results will be shown elsewhere.

As mentioned in the introduction, the E � B drift and

the diamagnetic drift work to induce the asymmetry (or

to modify the flow pattern) in different ways with each

other. Major cause of this difference is found from the

above condition. The total flow Vn0 and the �imaginary�
flow Vn� are the same positively linear functions of VE�B.

On the other hand with respect to Vdia, the Vn0 is posi-

tively linear one as well, but the Vn� is negatively linear

one oppositely. By taking account of the pressure bal-

ance against the change in VE�B and Vdia ðVdia� Þ, we find
that the density at the sheath boundary increases with

the increase of VE�B but decreases with Vdia. This ten-

dency completely agrees with the previous simulation

results [6,7] and the present result shown in Section 4.

4. PARASOL simulation of flow control

We perform PARASOL simulations of the flow

control for low recycling (low-R) case, R ¼ 0, and high

recycling (high-R) case, R ¼ 0:9. At first the effect of

divertor biasing is studied in the range of the bias volt-

age, 	26Ubiasð� /bias=Te0Þ6 2. Second the effect of gas

puffing is investigated in the range of the gas-puff rate,

06RGP=ð1	 RÞ6 1=2. Fig. 2 shows the flow pattern for

R ¼ 0 without biasing and gas puffing. In this SOL

plasma with Vdia > VE�B (see Fig. 5(b)), the Vk flows to-
wards drift direction (Fig. 2(a) and (b)) and the ne at Vdia-
flowing-inside becomes lower (Fig. 2(c)) as predicted in

Section 3.

In order to evaluate quantitatively the divertor

asymmetry, we introduce the �particle-flux asymmetry

index� aP ¼ ðCd;1 	 Cd;2Þ=ðCd;1 þ Cd;2) and the �heat-flux
asymmetry index� aH ¼ ðQd;1 	 Qd;2Þ=ðQd;1 þ Qd;2Þ, where
Qd;j is the energy flux to the divertor plate in the jth
region (j ¼ 1: upper-left, and j ¼ 2: upper-right). In the

present plasmas obtained by PARASOL simulations,

these values are rather large without biasing and gas

puffing; aP ¼ 0:39 and aH ¼ 0:24 for low-R case, and

aP ¼ 0:37 and aH ¼ 0:15 for high-R case.

These asymmetries can be controlled successfully by

the divertor biasing. The dependence of asymmetry in-

dexes on Ubias is shown in Fig. 3. The positive bias en-

hances VE�B from the natural one as seen in Fig. 4(b),

and reduces the asymmetry. As Ubias increases further,

the opposite asymmetry is induced for high-R case. On

the contrary, the negative bias reduces VE�B (Fig. 4(c)),

and enhances the asymmetry. Because of the modifica-

tion of the plasma profile and the resultant increase of

VE�B, the enhancement of asymmetry stops (or the re-

duction arises) for the strongly negative biasing. The

biasing is more effective in high-R case. One of the rea-

sons is that the bias normalized by divertor plasma

temperature is higher for high-R case by about twice

than that for low-R case. Even though this normaliza-

tion is taken into account, the biasing in high-R case

seems more effective. This problem is to be solved in

future.

Mitigation of the asymmetry is brought by the gas

puffing effectively in low-R plasmas. Asymmetry indexes

Fig. 2. 2D distribution of Vk for low-R case (a). Arrow indicates

direction of Vk. A big arrow represents direction of drift ve-

locity. Profiles of (b) Vk and (c) ne along poloidal length on a

field line outside the separatrix are shown. Remarkable asym-

metry is seen.
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decreases to aP ¼ 	0:01 and aH ¼ 0:11 for RGP ¼ 0:5 as
shown in Fig. 5(a). Sometimes it has been considered

that the gas-puff particle source directly induces Vk flow.
Present simulation results show, however, that the gas

puff modifies the ne profile in SOL region and make the

Vdia small as shown in Fig. 5(b) and (c). This reduction of
Vdia is the direct cause of the mitigation of the asym-

metry. The flow control by gas puffing becomes difficult

in high-R plasmas, because the gas-puff rate is restricted

as RGP < 1	 R.
For both biasing and gas puffing, the control of the

drifts is essential to control the flow and the asymmetry,

which are strongly influenced by the condition of 2D

sheath formation at the divertor plates.

5. Summary

2D particle simulations are performed by using

PARASOL code to study the flow control in SOL and

divertor plasmas in a double-null magnetic configura-

tion with the separatrix. The divertor asymmetry is in-

duced by the drift effect. The E � B drift ðVE�BÞ and the

diamagnetic drift ðVdiaÞ work to induce the asymmetric

flow in different ways with each other. The condition of

2D sheath formation is developed. Different influences

of VE�B and Vdia on the asymmetric flow generation is

clearly explained. Effects of divertor biasing and gas

puffing on the flow are investigated with PARASOL

simulations. The divertor asymmetry can be controlled

by both the biasing and the gas puffing. It is found that

the control of the drifts is essential to control the flow

and the asymmetry.
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Fig. 4. Radial distribution of flow velocities, HVk, VE�B, and Vdia
at the middle of SOL (x ¼ 0) in high-R plasmas for various bias,

Ubias ¼ 0, 1, and )1. Positions of separatrix and wall are plotted
by ys and yw, respectively. Cs0 is a sound speed defined as

C2
s0 ¼ Te0=mi.

Fig. 5. Asymmetry indexes aP (solid line) and aP (dotted line)

vs. gas-puff rate RGP for low-R case (a). Radial distribution of

flow velocities, HVk, VE�B, and Vdia at the middle of SOL ðx ¼ 0Þ
is shown for (b) RGP ¼ 0 and (c) RGP ¼ 0:5.

Fig. 3. Particle-flux asymmetry index aP (solid line) and heat-

flux asymmetry index aH (dotted line) vs. normalized bias

voltage Ubias for (a) low-R and (b) high-R cases.
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